Mphasis Hi-Tech
Trust. Partnership. Innovation. Delivered.
Technology companies are constantly evolving their products and reimagining their
business models to adapt their hardware or software offerings to the changing needs of
their customers. At Mphasis, we are at the forefront of adopting next-gen technologies
and rapid product innovation to offer our clients competitive differentiation and faster
time-to-market. Our clients leverage our depth in Product Engineering to ensure success,
continuously innovate on their hardware and software products, work on parallel product
versions and incorporate next-gen technologies. Our domain-centric, offerings-led
solution frameworks and globally distributed agile teams transform our engagement with
Hi-Tech companies as we become trusted partners on their innovation journey.

Overview
Mphasis Hi-Tech is uniquely qualified to engage
in all phases of product lifecycle management
including concept, definition, architecture,
development, validation, deployment,
sustenance and end-of-life. We deliver value
by establishing trust and becoming the
extended engineering and services partner
complemented by our cognitive and
cloud-powered NEXT Labs - the Mphasis’
research and innovation arm, and NextSTEP™
platform that hosts Mphasis’ IP assets across
all service types and offerings.

Highlights
•	25 years of expertise in Product Engineering,
Product Transformation and Application
Development
• Over 2,000 projects successfully executed
• Over 4,000 enterprise hardware and software
products launched
• Over 2,000 highly skilled product engineers
• 20,000 sq. ft. of client certified, fully 		
equipped, state-of-the-art labs
•	Flexible agile engagements from product
prototypes to development and final
shipment

Hi-Tech Services
Product Engineering

Product Transformation

• Product Design

• Product DevSecOps

• Product Development

• Product UX/UI Engineering

• Product Sustenance

• Platform Enablement – API/Web

• Product Support and Testing
• Product Implementation and

Services/Microservices
• Data Engineering

Application Development
• Cloud, Edge and Mobile
Application Development
• Rapid Prototyping
• Enterprise Applications
• Analytics and Reporting

Professional Services

Product Engineering
Mphasis Product Engineering enables product co-innovation - from conceptualizing,
designing and development of futuristic technologies to creating next-generation
products and solutions, spanning from design through implementation and final release,
followed by its sustenance. Our disruptive and breakthrough innovations across cognitive
and cloud provide the best accelerators for AI-enabled Engineering Services for better
ROI, razor focused on business value and end user experience for tomorrow’s products.
Our deep domain expertise in Engineering Services with investments in technology and
labs, coupled with co-development model have resulted in long association with our top
clients. A multi-phase delivery model, giving clients the option to explore technology
options and feasibility, helps in end-to-end product development and release ownership.
Product Transformation
Mphasis Product Transformation services enable previous or current generation
technology products to imbibe the next-generation technology and processes for faster
release and deployment, while improving the end customer experience. Our services
enable companies to refresh their product’s user experience, introduce security early into
the development through DevSecOps processes, harness the data for better insights and
platform-enable the products to work across the ecosystem.
Application Development
Mphasis Application Development services enable quick refactoring of enterprise
applications to address critical issues and enable faster bug-fixes turnaround and
application rollouts. Our services help companies collaboratively define new architecture
and prototyping for next-generation product including cloud, end device and mobile
application software.

Featured Hi-Tech Offerings
Mphasis focuses on core technologies to enable transformation of products and platforms
to offer innovation to our clients. Our depth and adoption of next-gen technologies in these
areas help us lead our client engagements as a preferred partner.
DevOps
Engineering & SRE
Accelerated reliability and agility

Validation &
Verification

engineering platform providing a
single unified solution for all DevOps
and DevSecOps needs

Intelligent validation and
automation of products

Modernization

throughout its lifecycle

Business KPI-driven application

providing the best ROI

modernization and

utilizing past data while

refactoring along with

ensuring improved quality of

infrastructure optimization

its releases

IoT
Development &
Sustenance

MPHASIS
HI-TECH
OFFERINGS

New product development,
value engineering and
sustenance of legacy

Capture, analytics,
prediction and control
based on IoT sensor data

Automation

products for enhancing

Cognitive-powered

customer experience and

automation to help

to help bring the latest

clients innovate,

technology to the market

NFV / 5G
Application development,

Next-gen Data

successfully

pre-test and certification

Next-generation data

test of 5G devices, along

strategy definition for
meeting the growing

grow and compete

with NFV testing and

demands of data volumes,

Cloud

velocity and variety with

Cloud services partner for

the right governance,

end-to-end architecting,

timelines, trustworthiness

design and implementation of

and availability

solutions on cloud

deployments

Industry Focus
Mphasis offers product lifecycle management support to the following industry verticals:
• Computing Systems
• Software Products and Internet Software
• Medical Devices and Analytical Instrumentation
• Consumer Electronics
• Semiconductors
• Industrial and Manufacturing

Our Differentiated Value Proposition
• Over 25 years of experience in releasing leading next-generation enterprise and 		
commercial products
• Trusted and long term client relationships of 20+ years with highest quality of delivery
• Near perfect Client Satisfaction Scores and glowing client testimonials through 		
consistent value in engineering contributions
• Innovative user experience along with accelerated time-to-market
• Rich ecosystem of 100+ technology partners bringing disruptive innovation to our 		
clients through Sparkle Lab
• Global footprint of 60+ locations aiding flexible and agile delivery operations with local
touchpoints alongside our clients
• Differentiated solutions developed in specialized research and innovation center
(NEXT Labs), investing in next-gen technologies
• Transparent engagement and delivery models with single-pane visibility through 		
enterprise dashboards

About Mphasis
Mphasis (BSE: 526299; NSE: MPHASIS) applies next-generation technology to help enterprises transform businesses globally.
Customer centricity is foundational to Mphasis and is reflected in the Mphasis’ Front2Back™ Transformation approach. Front2Back™
uses the exponential power of cloud and cognitive to provide hyper-personalized (C = X2C2 = 1) digital experience to clients and their
end customers. Mphasis’ Service Transformation approach helps ‘shrink the core’ through the application of digital technologies
across legacy environments within an enterprise, enabling businesses to stay ahead in a changing world. Mphasis’ core reference
architectures and tools, speed and innovation with domain expertise and specialization are key to building strong relationships with
marquee clients. To know more, please visit www.mphasis.com
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